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Abstract— We introduce an effective technique to enhance the image captured underwater which are degraded medium due to 

scattering and absorption. Our method is based on multi-scale fusion strategy. In this method the original degraded image will be 

color compensated using white-balancing technique .This color compensated image will undergo gamma correction and 

sharpening. These two images will be fusioned using this multi scale fusion technique. Here we are getting better exposedness of 

dark regions; global contrast and edge sharpness of the image are improved. It is done using MATLAB code. 
INTRODUCTION: 

The underwater environment refers to the region below the surface and immersed in liquid water in a natural or 

artificial feature such as an ocean, sea, lake or canal. Unlike normal images underwater images suffer from poor visibility mainly 

due to two reasons. The main reason is absorption and scattering effects. The absorption reduces the light energy and scattering 

causes change in light propagation direction [1]. These result in appearance of fog and halo artifacts on the image which makes 

the visual quality of an image degraded. In common sea water images if the object to be captured is at more than 10 meters, it 

appears to be difficult to perceive and the colors appear to be faded. It becomes more challenging for image processors when 

only a single image is available. Solutions for such type of problems have been only introduced recently [7],[12]-[15]. The 

processing of underwater images focuses solely on compensating either light scattering or color change distortion. There are 

several enhancement techniques available in order to improve  the visual quality of an degraded image such as exploitating the 

polarization effects to compensate for visibility degradation [10], using image dehazing to restore the clarity of underwater 

images [11], combining point spread functions and a modulation transfer function to reduce the blurring effect [27]. Although 

the above mentioned techniques can enhance scene contrast and increase visibility, there will be distortion due to wavelength 

attenuation. 

In this paper we are providing a new technique which is a single image approach. In this method the original degraded 
image will be color compensated using white balancing method. The color compensated image undergo gamma correction and 
edge sharpening. The two images will be fusioned in order to get a clear output image. Our method is based on the principle of 
image fusion, a well-studied topic of computational imaging that has found many useful applications such as interactive photo 
montage [16], image editing [17], image compositing [18] [19] and HDR imaging [20] [21].The main idea is to combine several 
images into single one, retaining only the most significant features. Our technique has been tested extensively for a large set of 
different degraded images. Results on a variety of hazy images demonstrate the effectiveness of our fusion based technique. 
Existing techniques: 

The existing underwater dehazing techniques is categorized into several classes. The first class corresponds to the 

methods using specialized hardware. The divergent-beam underwater lidar imaging system uses an optical/laser –sensing 

technique to capture turbid underwater images. But these complex acquisition systems are costly and their power consumption is 

very high. 

              The second class consists of polarization based methods. These methods use a number of images of the same scene 

captured with different degrees of polarization. Polarization techniques are effective in recovering distant regions, but the 
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limitation is it is not applicable to video acquisition. So these are used only with the scenes which are not constant. 

            The third class consists of approaches which uses multiple images in their processing. By changing the intensities of 

scene points under different weather conditions the depth discontinuities of the scene are detected. Deep photo system restore 

image by using the georeferenced digital terrain and urban 3D models. This is impractical to use as the additional information 

is not available. 

            In the fourth class it develops the similarities between light propagation in fog and underwater. There several single 

image dehazing techniques to restore images of outdoor foggy scenes. These dehazing techniques used to reconstruct the 

intrinsic brightness of objects by inverting the koschmieder’s visibility model [29]. The underwater imaging is more 

challenging due to the fact that the degraded quality of the captured image is due to the scattering which depends on the light 

wavelength. 

         Recently many algorithms for underwater images which depends on dark channel prior(DCP) are introduced. The DCP is 

first introduced for outdoor scenes dehazing. In the underwater images, the method of chiang and chen divides the foreground 

and the background regions based on DCP and uses this data to remove the haze and color variations based on color 

compensation.  

   Fusion Based Technique: 

    In practice, there is no enhancing method that remove   

 the haze effects of such degraded inputs completely.   Therefore, taking into consideration the difficulties stated     before, we 

process only one captured image of the scene, the    algorithm generates the original image only two inputs that    gets back color 

and visibility of the entire image.  

Inputs: 
  By taking into consideration the previous dehazing approaches such as Tan [12], Tarel and Hautiere [15] and he et al 

[13], we searched for a standard technique that will properly while balance the original image. By white balancing the original 

hazy image we obtain our first input. By this step we aim to restore the natural color of the captured image, by eliminating 

unrealistic color casts that are caused by the atmospheric color. 

In the previous years many white balancing methods [22]-[26] have been proposed in the literature (a systematic 

overview of the existing methods is presented in [27] ). Many specialized techniques have been experimented in order to solve 

our problem. Since we aim for a computationally effective dehazing approach, we choose the shades-of-gray color constancy 

technique [25]. Besides of its simplicity, this low level approach of Finlayson and Trezzi [25] has shown to yield comparable 

results to those of more complex white balance algorithms. White balance algorithms identify the illuminant color and it’s 

projections on RGB color channels. The main objective of white balance algorithms is to remove the unrealistic color casts of 

captured image and restore it’s original color in order to improve the visible quality of degraded original image.  The color 

compensated image’s illuminance levels will be corrected using gamma correction. Each pixel in a image has brightness level, 

called luminance. This value is between 0 to 1, where 0 means complete darkness (black), and 1 is brightest (white). 

Different camera or video recorder devices do not correctly capture luminance. Different display devices (monitor, 

phone screen, TV) do not display luminance correctly neither. So, one needs to correct them, therefore the gamma correction 

function. Gamma correction function is used to correct image's luminance. 

A. The color compensated image is edge sharpened using a Gaussian filter. Human perception is highly sensitive to edges and 

fine details of an image, and since they are composed primarily by high frequency components, the visual quality of an 

image can be enormously degraded if the high frequencies are attenuated or completed removed. In contrast, enhancing the 

high-frequency components of an image leads to an improvement in the visual quality. Image sharpening refers to any 

enhancement technique that highlights edges and fine details in an image. The gamma corrected image and the edge 

sharpened image are fusioned in order to get dehazed clear output Image 
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Multi-scale fusion: 

   Multi scale fusion process is a single image approach. Our underwater dehazing technique involves three steps. They 

are deriving input images from white balanced underwater image, definition of weight maps and multi scale fusion of inputs 

and weight maps. 

 Inputs of the fusion process: 

         As the color correction is difficult in underwater, we 

first apply our white balancing technique to the original Image. The main aim of this step is enhancing the image appearance by 

removing unwanted color casts caused by various sources. 

        In water deeper than 30 ft, white balancing suffers from some important effects since the absorbed colors are critical to 

be recovered. So, in order to get our first input we perform a gamma correction of the white balanced image version. Gamma 

correction aims at correcting the global contrast and is relevant. Since, in general white balanced underwater images tend to 

appear too bright. This correction increases the difference between darker/lighter regions at the cost of a loss of details in the 

under-/over-exposed region. To balance this loss, we derive a second input that involves a sharpened version of the white 

balanced image. Hence, we follow the unsharp masking principle, in the sense that we combine a blurred or unsharp (here 

Gaussian filtered) version of the image with the image to sharpen. The formula for unsharp masking defines the sharpened 

image S as  

S = I + β(I − G ∗ I )  

where  

I is the image to sharpen (in this case the white balanced image),  

G ∗ I denotes the Gaussian filtered version of I, 

and β is a parameter. 

Practically the selection of β is not difficult. A small β fails to 
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sharpen I, but a too large β results in over-saturated regions, with brighter highlights and darker shadows. To compensate this 

problem, the sharpened image S is defined as follows: 

S = (I + N {I − G ∗ I }) / 2  

Where N{.} denotes the linear normalization operator. This operator shifts and scales all the color pixel intensities of an image 

with the same shifting and scaling factor defined so that the set of transformed pixel values cover the entire available range. 

The sharpening method defined has the advantage that it does not require any parameter tuning and sharpening appears to be 

efficient. 

The second input helps to reduce the degradation caused by scattering. As the difference between white balanced image and its 

Gaussian filtered version is a high pass signal that approximates the opposite of Laplacian, this operation has the inconvenient to 

magnify the high frequency noise, thereby generating undesired artifacts in the second input. The multi-scale fusion strategy 

explained in the next section will reduce the transfer of those artifacts to the final fusioned image. 

 

Weights of the Fusion Process 

The weight maps are used during fusion in such a way that pixels with a high weight value are more shown in the final image. 

They are defined based on a number of local image quality or saliency metrics. 

Laplacian contrast weight (WL) predicts the global contrast by calculating the approximate value of a Laplacian filter applied on 

each input luminance channel. This indicator was used in many applications such as tone mapping and extending depth of field 

as high values are assigned to edges and texture. For underwater dehazing this weight is not applicable as it is not sufficient to 

recover the contrast, mainly because it cannot differentiate between a straight and flat regions. To solve this problem, we 

introduce other assessment weights. 

Saliency weight (WS) aims at enhancing the salient figures that lose their features in the underwater scene. To measure the 

saliency level, we have employed the saliency estimator of Achantay et al. [28]. This computationally effective algorithm has 

been inspired by the biological concept of center-surround contrast. However, the saliency map tends to help highlighted areas 

(regions with high luminance values). To avoid this disadvantage, we introduce an additional weight map based on the 

observation that saturation decreases in the highlighted regions. 

Saturation weight (WSat) used in the fusion algorithm to adapt to chromatic information which is an advantage for highlighted 

regions. This weight map is simply calculated for each input Ik as the deviation (for every pixel location) between the Rk, Gk and 

Bk color channels and the luminance Lk of the kth input: 

 

WSat = sqrt(1/3(Rk−Lk)2+(Gk−Lk)2+(Bk−Lk )2) 

 

Generally for each input, the three weight maps can be combined in order to get a single weight map as follows. For each input 

k, an aggregated weight map Wk is first obtained by summing up the three WL, WS and WSat weight maps. The k aggregated maps 

are then reduced on a pixel-per-pixel basis, by dividing the weight of each pixel in each map by the sum of the weights of the 

same pixel over all maps. Note that, when compared with our previous work [30], we limit ourselves to these three weight maps 

only and we do not calculate the exposedness weight map anymore. By reducing the overall complexity of the fusion process, 

we observed that, if the two inputs proposed in the paper is used then the exposedness weight map amplifies some artifacts, such 

as ramp edges of our second input, and to reduce the benefit derived from the gamma corrected image in terms of image 

contrast. This observation can be explained as follows. Originally, in an exposure fusion context, the introduction of 

exposedness weight map is done to reduce the weight of pixels that are under-exposed or over-exposed. Hence, this weight map 

assigns large (small) weight to input pixels that are close to (far from) the middle of the image dynamic range. In this case, as 

the gamma corrected input tends to exploit the whole dynamic range, the use of the exposedness weight map tends to penalize it 

in favor of the sharpened image, there by inducing some sharpening artifacts and missing some contrast enhancements. 

Naive Fusion Process: 

If the normalized weight maps is given then the reconstructed image R(x) could typically be obtained by fusing the 

defined inputs with the weight measures at every pixel location (x): 

 

R(x) =            
    

where Ik denotes the input (k is the index of the inputs k = 2 in our case) that is weighted by the normalized weight maps .Wk  

when practically applied the naive approach introduces undesirable halos. A prominent solution to overcome this limitation is to 

employ multi-scale linear or non-linear filters. 

Multi-Scale Fusion Process: 

The multi-scale decomposition is based on Laplacian pyramid which is described in Burt and Adelson [57]. The 

pyramid representation decomposes an image into a sum of bandpass images. The input image is filtered using each level of the 

pyramid using a low-pass Gaussian kernel G, and decimates the filtered image by a factor of 2 in both directions. 

It then subtracts from the input an up-sampled version of thelow-pass image, thereby approximating the (inverse of the) 

Laplacian, and uses the decimated low-pass image as the input 

for the subsequent level of the pyramid. Using Gl to denote a sequence of l low-pass filtering and decimation, followed by l up-

sampling operations, we define the N levels  

Ll of the pyramid as follows: 
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I (x) = I (x)−G1 {I (x)}+G1 {I (x)} _ L1 {I (x)}+G1 {I (x)} 

= L1 {I (x)}+G1 {I (x)}−G2 {I (x)}+G2 {I (x)} 

= L1 {I (x)}+L2 {I (x)}+G2 {I (x)} 

= . . . 

=          
    

 

In this equation, Ll and Gl represent the lth level of the Laplacian and Gaussian pyramid, respectively. In order to write the 

equation, all those images have been up-sampled to the original image dimension. In an efficient implementation, each level l of 

the pyramid is manipulated at native subsampled resolution. By following the traditional multi-scale fusion strategy [55], each 

source input Ik is decomposed into a Laplacian pyramid [57] while the normalized weight maps. Wk are decomposed using a 

Gaussian pyramid. Both Laplacian and Gaussian pyramids have the same number of levels and the mixing of the Laplacian 

inputs with the Gaussian normalized weights is performed independently at each level l: 

 

R(x) =                  
    

 

where l denotes the pyramid levels and k indicates the number of input images. In practice, the number of levels N depends on 

the image size, and has a direct effect on the visual quality of the fusioned image. The final dehazed output is obtained by adding 

the fused contribution of all levels, after appropriate upsampling. By independently applying a fusion process at every scale 

level, the potential artifacts due to the sharp transitions of the weight maps are minimized. Multi-scale fusion is motivated by the 

human visual system, which is very sensitive to sharp transitions appearing in smooth image patterns, while being much less 

sensitive to variations/artifacts occurring on edges and textures (masking phenomenon). A recent work has shown that the 

multiscale process can be approximated by a computationally efficient and visually pleasant single-scale procedure. This single 

scale approximation should definitely be applied when complexity is an issue, as it also turns the multiresolution process into a 

spatially localized procedure. 

 

Results: 

As we performed multiscale fusion process by employing white balancing, gamma correction, sharpening and then 

multi scale fusion by employing weights, Laplacian pyramids and Gaussian pyramids we generally see the results and compare 

it with other existing dehazing process in terms of it’s mean square value and psnr value.  

In order to quantitatively assess and rate the algorithms, we calculate the mean squares error (MSE). The MSE of each result can 

be calculated by the following equation: 

 

 
where J is the dehazed image, G is the ground truth image, Jc represents a color channel of J, Gc represents a color channel of G, 

N is the number of pixels within the image G, and e is the MSE measuring the difference between the dehazed image J and the 

ground truth image G. Note that J and G have the same size since they are corresponding with the hazy image I. Given J and G, 

a low MSE represents that the dehazed result is satisfying while a high MSE means that the dehazing effect is not acceptable. By 

calculating the MSE of both He et al.’s method and our method, the value of MSE of our method is two times smaller than He et 

al.’s method. Therefore, from this we can say that our method is quantitatively better than other methods.  
He et al.’s method: 

Mean square value: : 477007.10 

Psnr value: 19.25 

Our proposed method: 

Mean square value: 200144.28 

Psnr value:22.95 

 

 
Conclusion: 

we have discussed an alternative approach to enhance underwater videos and images. Our strategy doesn’t require any additional 

information other than a single input image. In our approach we have shown that our method enhances a large number of 

underwater images 

with high accuracy, being able to recover important faded features and edges. 
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